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The fully coupled WRF/Chem (Weather Research and Forecasting/Chemistry) model is used to simulate air quality in the
Mississippi Gulf coastal region at a high resolution (4 km) for a moderately severe summer ozone episode between 18 CST 7 and
18 CST 10 June 2006. The model sensitivity is studied for meteorological and gaseous criteria pollutants (O3, NO2) using three
Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) and four land surface model (LSM) schemes and comparison of model results with monitoring
station observations. Results indicated that a few combinations of PBL and LSMs could reasonably produce realistic meteorological
fields and that the combination of Yonsei University (YSU) PBL and NOAH LSM provides best predictions for winds, temperature,
humidity and mixed layer depth in the study region for the period of study. The diurnal range in ozone concentration is better
estimated by the YSU PBL in association with either 5-layer or NOAH land surface model. The model seems to underestimate
the ozone concentrations in the study domain because of underestimation of temperatures and overestimation of winds. The
underestimation of NO2 by model suggests the necessity of examining the emission data in respect of its accurate representation
at model resolution. Quantitative analysis for most monitoring stations indicates that the combination of YSU PBL with NOAH
LSM provides the best results for various chemical species with minimum BIAS, RMSE, and high correlation values.

1. Introduction

Air quality in the Central Gulf Coastal region covering
Mississippi, Alabama, and Louisiana in the southeast US
is affected by high ozone levels during summer season.
Summer Ozone (one of the EPA criteria pollutants of major
significance, mainly formed by the oxidation process of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the presence of NOx
(NO and NO2) and SO2 and formation driven by the
sunlight intensity) episodes are some air quality concerns as
considerable number of anthropogenic and biogenic sources
in this area contribute to precursors of ozone in this region.

Occurrence of gulf breeze (sea-land breeze), prevailing high
pressure systems over mid-south or Gulf of Mexico, westerly
winds and associated meteorological processes are attributed
to cause high ozone levels in this coastal region [1]. A key
factor leading to the incidence of high ozone concentrations
in the coastal areas of Mississippi is the gulf breeze, a shallow
wind system that develops as a result of differential heating
of the land and water surfaces. Yerramilli et al. [2] and Challa
et al. [3, 4] have conducted a few studies on air quality
from this region focusing on observational and modeling
aspects of mesoscale flows, plume dispersion from elevated
point sources and the sensitivity of dispersion simulations
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to meteorological fields. Air quality/dispersion modeling
in complex geographical regions as in Mississippi Gulf
coastal area requires at least an accurate representation of
the meteorological fields to understand various phenomena
such as transport, diffusion, transformation and removal of
air pollutants. Also the sources and sinks should be well
included.

Several studies on air quality, environmental planning,
and emission management research used meteorological
model predictions for understanding air quality episodes
(namely, Byun et al. [5], Sistla et al. [6], Mao et al. [7],
Zhang et al. [8], Otte et al. [9], among others). Simula-
tions from air quality models depend on a number of
important factors including meteorological conditions at
the scale of study. Meteorological quantities that directly
influence the air quality simulations include wind field,
temperature profiles, water vapor mixing ratio, atmospheric
stability, boundary layer depth, turbulent fluxes, surface
pressure, clouds, shortwave radiation in the lowest 2 or 3 km
[7, 10, 11] of the troposphere and surface precipitation.
Several parameters in a meteorological model influence its
performance, which include the model initial conditions,
physical process parameterizations and spatial and temporal
resolutions [12–16]. Often the study regions cover smaller
areas or complex topography where the model performance
needs to be improved by application of available data on
the atmospheric state and better representation of physical
processes [17]. Hence improved prediction of atmospheric
variables is a challenging issue to obtain accurate air quality
estimates.

Of the various atmospheric physical processes, the land
surface and planetary boundary layer processes are interac-
tive and play important roles in the simulation of the lower
atmospheric turbulence, winds and other state variables.
The land surface model (LSM) calculates the heat and
moisture fluxes over land, sea-ice points and provide a lower
boundary condition for the vertical transport in the PBL
[18]. The development and growth of the PBL depends on
the surface heat and moisture fluxes, their upward mixing by
the turbulent eddies and subsidence. All of these phenomena
influence the atmospheric transport and diffusion processes
and hence are important in air quality modeling. Thus it is
important to evaluate model performance for identification
of a physically reasonable combination of land surface and
PBL schemes for air quality simulations. Several studies
focused on meteorological model evaluations within the
scope of air quality modeling [7, 8, 12, 19, 20]. Many
of these evaluation studies are based on the Pennsylvania
State University/National Center for Atmospheric Research
(PSU/NCAR) mesoscale model MM5 which is used as a
meteorological driver for air quality models. For example,
Berg and Zhong [16] compared MM5 simulations using
three PBL schemes (Blackadar, MRF and Gayno-Seaman)
and reported relatively better performance with first-order
Blackadar PBL scheme which produced better comparisons
with observed PBL heights than the TKE-based schemes.
Hanna and Yang [21] performed evaluations for the sim-
ulation of near surface winds, temperature gradients and
mixing depths with several mesoscale models and reported

that the typical root-mean-square error (rmse) for hourly
outputs is about 2-3 ms−1 for wind speed, 50 degrees for
wind direction, and that the simulated daytime mixing
depths are within 20% of observations. Steeneveld et al.
[22] evaluated the ability of three mesoscale models (i.e.,
MM5, COAMPS, and HIRLAM) for the representation
of diurnal cycle of the atmospheric boundary layer using
experimental observations. Their study reported that in all
the models the amplitude of the temperature cycle and wind
speed are underestimated, stable boundary layer height is
overestimated for windy conditions, and the stratification of
nighttime surface inversions is underestimated.

Zhang and Zheng [23], compared results of MM5
simulations with first order non-local Blackadar, first
order eddy diffusion scheme MRF and three TKE clo-
sure schemes (Mellor-Yamada-Janjic, Burk-Thomson and
Gayno-Seaman). They reported large deviations in the
near-surface temperature and wind speed from different
simulations and that Blackadar provided closer comparisons
than the others. Bright and Mullen [24] reported that
the Blackadar and MRF schemes better simulated the PBL
structure and its height compared to the TKE schemes.

The meteorological and chemical processes are usu-
ally separated in the offline air quality models such as
CMAQ, and CAMX, where the meteorological fields are
first predicted using an atmospheric dynamical model at
a certain spatial and time interval, which is then inter-
polated in time and space to the air quality model. This
offline approach has certain limitations such as loss of
atmospheric information, absence of feedback mechanism
between chemical and atmospheric processes and different
physical parameterizations in the meteorological and air
quality modules. In reality both meteorological and chemical
processes interact in the atmosphere. For instance clouds
affect the photolysis rates and thus the formation of chemical
species which may influence the radiation thus influence
the formation of photochemical species. Recently a next
generation online air quality model WRF/Chem [25] has
been developed with full integration of the meteorological
and chemistry modules which use the same computational
grid and same physical parameterizations and includes the
feedback between the chemistry and physical processes.
The meteorological model of WRF/Chem is the Advanced
Research Weather Research and Forecasting (ARW) model
developed by NCAR. Relatively few studies exist on the
performance of the WRF and its online chemistry version
WRF/Chem [25] for air quality studies (e.g., [3, 26–31]).
Borge et al. [29] conducted an extensive sensitivity analysis of
WRF2.2 for two air pollution episodes in Iberian Peninsula
and identified a suitable configuration of physics param-
eterizations for better predictions of winds, temperature
and humidity fields. However their study is limited to
the evaluation of meteorological predictions with respect
to different available physics schemes. De Foy et al. [31]
evaluated the WRF model for the complex wind flows in the
Mexico City basin area with data from field campaigns using
statistical techniques, cluster analysis of flow trajectories
and concentration measurements. In a sensitivity study with
WRF/Chem over the Houston-Galveston area Misenis et al.
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[28] reported that the meteorological schemes affected the
chemical predictions and that the combination of Yonsei
University (YSU) PBL scheme with NOAH LSM produced
better results for ozone and PM2.5 than other available
combinations. Zhang et al. [32] studied the air quality over
Mexico City using WRF/Chem simulations and reported
that the model performs much better during daytime than
nighttime for both chemical species and meteorological
variables and different combinations of the available PBL and
land surface schemes did not reduce the errors.

The present work is a contribution to the evaluation of
the WRF/Chem online chemistry model with a focus on
its application to air quality studies in the Mississippi Gulf
Coastal region. The objective of this work is to evaluate the
model performance for both meteorological and chemical
species and study the sensitivity with different PBL and
land surface physics options. Qualitative and quantitative
methods are followed to evaluate the model sensitivity and
help reduce uncertainties in air quality simulations.

2. Methodology

2.1. Model Description. The Advanced Research WRF
(ARW) mesoscale model version 3.1 with Eulerian mass
solver developed by NCAR [18] is used in the present
study. The model consists of fully compressible nonhy-
drostatic equations, terrain following vertical coordinate,
and staggered horizontal grid. The model has multiple
options for spatial discretization, diffusion, and nesting.
It incorporates a number of parameterization schemes for
subgrid scale physical processes. The physics consists of
microphysics, cumulus convection, planetary boundary layer
turbulence, land surface, longwave and shortwave radiation.
The fully coupled chemistry within the WRF model, called
WRF/Chem was developed at NOAA (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) [25]. The chemistry module
of WRF/Chem treats the processes of transport, wet and
dry deposition, chemical transformation, photolysis, aerosol
chemistry and dynamics. Both the meteorological and air
quality components in WRF/Chem use the same transport
scheme, the same horizontal and vertical grids, the same
physics schemes and the same time step for transport and
vertical mixing. The model incorporates several different
chemistry, aerosol and photolysis schemes.

2.2. Simulation Period. Simulations using WRF/Chem in the
study region are conducted for a summer synoptic condition
in 18 CST 7 June–18 CST 10 June in the year 2006. The choice
of the study cases is based on the analysis of air pollution
records of the last few years from the region of interest and
availability of meteorological and air pollution monitoring
observations for model evaluation. A moderately severe air
pollution episode with ozone formation (60 to 110 ppbv)
occurred in the study region during the above period. The
daily maximum 8-hour average ozone concentrations ranged
between 67 and 84 ppbv at several monitoring stations
during this period. A considerable number of stations had
8-hour average ozone concentrations just above 80 ppbv

during the three-day period. Although this period does not
characterize a very severe ozone episode, it is important
as the 8-hour ozone values exceeded 60 ppbv, a threshold
which can seriously affect people suffering from respiratory
deficiencies. The study period represents a synoptic situ-
ation with weak pressure gradients, geostrophic winds of
about 5 ms−1, diurnal air temperature of 18–35◦C, relative
humidity of 35%–85% conducive for the recirculation and
accumulation of pollutants from land-sea breeze mesoscale
flows over the Mississippi Gulf Coast.

2.3. Model Configuration and Initialization. The model is
used with nested domains and at high resolution of 4 km.
Three domains are used in the model, the outer domain
covers a fairly large region of south-eastern U.S and the inner
3rd domain covers the Mississippi Gulf Coast and parts of
Louisiana and Alabama states at 4km fine resolution (Fig-
ure 1). The model domains are centered at 32.8 N, −87.5 E
with Lambert Conformal Conic (LCC) projection. The grid
spacing is 36 km, 12 km and 4 km for the domains 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. The grid sizes in the east-west and north-south
directions in each domain are 56 × 42, 109 × 82 and 178 ×
136, respectively. A total of 31 vertical levels with 10 levels in
the lower atmospheric region (below 850 hPa) are considered
in the model. This vertical resolution is chosen such that
the model fairly captures the boundary layer turbulence
structures and does not involve huge computational costs
in the meteorology-chemistry coupled mode. The inner
domains 2, 3 are two-way interactive. Terrain, land use and
soil data are interpolated to the model grids from USGS
global elevation, vegetation category data and FAO Soil data
with suitable spatial resolution for each domain (5′, 2′ and
30′′ for domains 1, 2 and 3, resp.) to define the lower
boundary conditions. The dependent parameters are albedo,
roughness length, thermal inertia, moisture availability and
emissivity for land use and thermal diffusivity, available
water capacity, wilting point moisture, and so forth, for
soil category. The initial and lateral boundary conditions
for WRF/Chem are defined from the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Final Analysis (FNL) data
available at 1◦ × 1◦ resolution and temporal resolution of 6
hours. The model is initialized with the above data at 18 CST
7 June 2006 and integrated for 72 hours up to 18 CST 10
June. The mesoscale model initialized with synoptic analysis
takes certain amount of time, called the “spin up” period
to adjust to the model topography and for the evolution of
the mesoscale structures in the high-resolution domains. An
initial 12-hour model integration period is used for spin-
up for the simulations to be consistent with the mesoscale
features of the respective domains.

The chemical parameterizations considered are the
Regional Acid Deposition Model version 2 (RADM2) gas-
phase chemical mechanism [33, 34] and Madronich pho-
tolysis scheme [35]. No aerosol module is included for
the present study. The default profiles for chemical species
available with the model are used as the initial pollutants at
the start of the model since no previous day simulations are
made. This approach to initialize the chemistry is used based
on results from past studies [36–38] which indicate that
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the simulations are not very sensitive to the initial chemical
conditions. The source for the anthropogenic emissions data
is the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National
Emissions Inventory (NEI) 2005 inventory. This data consists
of area-type emissions on a structured 4 km grid and point
type emissions at latitude and longitude locations. The data
is interpolated to model grids using the emissions processing
program available with WRF/Chem. The biogenic emissions
are calculated online using the Guenther scheme. This mod-
ule treats the emissions of isoprene, monoterpenes, other
volatile organic compounds (OVOC), and nitrogen emission
by the soil [25]. The emission of isoprene by forests depends
on both temperature and photosynthetic active radiation. In
Guenther parameterization the isoprene emission rate are
proportional to its rate at a standard temperature and a
standard flux of photosynthetic active radiation. A radiation
flux correction term and a temperature correction term for
forest isoprene emissions is applied. The isoprene emissions
of agricultural and grassland areas are considered to be
functions of the temperature only. The above chemical
options are chosen as they have yielded good results in
previous studies.

There are several physics options available in WRF to
represent PBL turbulence, land surface fluxes, microphysics,
cumulus convection and atmospheric radiation. The model
runs are conducted with the Lin et al. [39] microphysics, new
Grell convective parameterization scheme for domains 1, 2.
Atmospheric shortwave and longwave radiation components
are computed using the Goddard scheme [40] and RRTM
[40] scheme, respectively. A time interval of 36 s is used for
calling the radiation schemes.

2.4. Sensitivity Experiments. The land surface and PBL
parameterizations influence the simulation of winds, tur-
bulence, and other state variables in the lower atmosphere
where dispersion and transport of pollutants occurs. Several
works addressed the impact of the PBL and LSM schemes
on air quality modeling results (see Mao et al. [7], Fast and
Zhong [37], De Foy et al. [38], among others). Most of these
studies considered the PBL schemes available with MM5.
Borge et al. [29] used three PBL schemes and three LSMs
available in WRF V2.2 in addition to several other model
physics options. However, of the two schemes used in their
study the YSU is an updated version of the MRF scheme
and they are conceptually similar. The present contribution
uses three conceptually different PBL schemes and four
LSMs available in WRF/Chem 3.1 combined meteorological
and air quality modeling system for model sensitivity
evaluation (Table 1). The options selected for vertical
turbulent transports in PBL are Yonsei University (YSU)
PBL scheme [41], Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ) scheme [41–
43], and Asymmetrical Convective Model version 2 (ACM)
PBL [44]. The YSU scheme is a modification to the MRF
scheme [45] using an explicit treatment of entrainment
rather than implicit. It is a non-local first-order scheme
in which the vertical transfers are dependent on the bulk
characteristics of the PBL and includes counter gradient
transports of temperature, momentum arising from large-
scale eddies. The eddy diffusivity coefficient for momentum

is a function of the friction velocity and the PBL height,
while those for temperature and moisture are computed
using a Prandtl number relationship. An entrainment layer
is explicitly calculated in the PBL top proportional to
the surface buoyancy flux. The MYJ scheme includes a
prognostic equation for turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), a
level 2.5 turbulence closure approximation to determine
eddy transfer coefficients and uses local vertical mixing
within PBL [42, 43, 46]. The ACM is a combination of
the high-resolution Blackadar model and an eddy diffusion
model. It computes eddy diffusion in the stable and unstable
conditions, both local and non-local transport in unstable
conditions and is well suited for consistent PBL transports
of various quantities. The friction velocity and the surface
exchange coefficients for heat, moisture and momentum are
calculated through the MM5 surface layer similarity theory
[18] for the MRF and YSU schemes. The land-surface models
(LSMs) use atmospheric information from the surface layer
scheme together with the land-surface properties (defined by
land use, soil type, etc.) to compute eddy heat and moisture
transports in the PBL. Thus the nature of LSM directly
influences the estimation of PBL height. Four well-suited
LSM schemes available in WRF are chosen in the study.
These are the 5-layer soil thermal diffusion (SOIL) model
[47], the NOAH land surface model (NOAH) [48], Rapid
Update Cycle (RUC) Model [49], and the Pleim-Xiu (PX)
LSM [50, 51]. The 5-layer soil model solves the thermal
diffusivity equation with 5 soil layers. The energy budget
includes radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes. It treats
the snow-cover, soil moisture fixed with a land use and
season-dependent constant value. The NOAH LSM is an
improvement to the OSU LSM [48] and treats explicit soil
and vegetation effects. It uses the time-dependent soil fields
and uses a 4-layer soil temperature and moisture model with
canopy moisture and snow-cover prediction. The RUC LSM
has a high resolution soil model (6 layers) and includes the
effects of vegetation, canopy water and snow. The Pleim-
Xue LSM includes a 2-layer force-restore soil temperature
and moisture model and considers evapotranspiration, soil
evaporation, and evaporation from wet canopies. The PX is
generally coupled to the ACM PBL. A set of 10 numerical
experiments are conducted with different alternative PBL
and LSM combinations (YSUSOIL, YSUNOAH, YSURUC,
MYJSOIL, MYJNOAH, MYJRUC, ACMSOIL, ACMNOAH,
ACMRUC and ACMPX) (Table 1).

2.5. Observational Datasets Used for Evaluation. The
meteorological observations used for model evaluations
include the NCEP Atmospheric Data Project (ADP)
Global Upper air and Surface observation data set over
the southeast United States, automated weather stations
data over Louisiana from Louisiana Agri. Climatic Data
Center (http://weather.lsuagcenter.com/) and surface
reports, upper air soundings obtained from University
of Wyoming (http://weather.uwyo.edu/). The NCEP
ADP data set is obtained from the NCAR Research
Data Archive (http://dss.ucar.edu/datasets/ds337.0). The
model performance is studied mainly from the model
fine grid nest (3rd domain) and all stations falling in
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Table 1: Details of the grids and physics options used in the WRF/Chem model.

Dynamics Primitive equation, nonhydrostatic

Vertical resolution 31 levels

Domains Domain 1 Domain 2 Domain 3

Horizontal resolution 36 km 12 km 4 km

Grid points 54 × 40 109 × 76 187 × 118

Domains of integration
98.00◦W–72.77◦W 94.86◦W –79.56◦W 92.5◦W–84.60◦W

22.93◦N–39.47◦N 26.49◦N –36.33◦N 28.39◦N–33.66◦N

Radiation
Goddard scheme for short wave

RRTM scheme for long wave

Sea surface temperature NCEP FNL analysis data

Cumulus convection New Grell scheme on the outer grids domain 1 and domain 2

Explicit moisture Lin scheme

Sensitivity Experiments PBL/Land Surface Scheme

YSUSOIL Yonsei University PBL, 5-layer soil diffusion model

YSUNOAH Yonsei University PBL, NOAH LSM

YSURUC Yonsei University PBL, RUC LSM

MYJSOIL Mellor-Yamada-Janjic PBL, 5-layer soil diffusion model

MYJNOAH Mellor-Yamada-Janjic PBL, NOAH LSM

MYJRUC Mellor-Yamada-Janjic PBL, RUC LSM

ACMSOIL Asymmetric Convective Model, 5-layer soil diffusion model

ACMNOAH Asymmetric Convective Model, NOAH LSM

ACMRUC Asymmetric Convective Model, RUC LSM

ACMPX Asymmetric Convective Model, Pleim-Xue LSM

D1

D2

D3

Figure 1: Modelling domains used in WRF/Chem. Outer domains D01, D02 are coarse with resolutions 36 and 12 km and the inner finer
domain (D3) is of resolution 4 km.

this domain are considered for statistical analysis. The
data from NCEP ADP consists of about 275 near-surface
meteorological observations and 4 upper air soundings in
the study region falling in model 3rd domain. The surface
meteorological variables of temperature, humidity and
winds are available four times a day at 00, 06, 12, and 18

CST while the upper air soundings are mostly available at
06 and 18 CST from ADP data sets. The pollutant species
considered for WRF/Chem evaluations are NO2 and O3.
As in the case of the meteorological results the model
evaluation for chemical species focuses on the fine-grid
domain. The observational databases include routine
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Air quality monitoring stations
Surface met. stations
Upper air met. stations

Figure 2: Location map of a few meteorological and air quality monitoring stations used in the sensitivity analysis.

monitoring networks such as the Aerometric Information
Retrieval System (AIRS)-Air Quality System (AQS) (http://
www.epa.gov/air/data/index.html) and Interagency Moni-
toring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE)
(http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/improve/). A total of 32
ground-based air quality monitoring stations spread in
the 3rd domain are considered in the analysis of air quality
predictions. Some of the stations used for visual comparisons
of meteorological and air quality fields are shown in Figure 2.

2.6. Evaluation Methodology. Model evaluations included
both visual comparisons and statistical analysis. The region
up to 850 hPa level (∼1.5 to 2 km above ground) is important
as it covers the lower turbulent region in the atmosphere
where vertical mixing and dilution of the pollutants occurs.
Hence the surface and pressure levels 1000 hPa, 925 hPa,
and 850 hPa are selected to assess the model performance.
The comparisons from WRF outputs at the surface level
are made for wind speed (WS10), wind direction (WD10)
at 10 m above ground, temperature (T2), and relative
humidity (RH2) at 2 m above ground. For upper air the
outputs from WRF are compared at 925 hPa and 850 hPa
levels for wind speed, wind direction, temperature and
humidity respectively. The model results extracted from the
nearest grid points to observation locations are used for
comparisons. Visual comparisons are made for three coastal
stations Slidell, Pascagoula, and Gulfport, and seven inland
surface stations Maccomb, Jackson Thomson, Hattisburg,

Pine, Natchez Hardy, Kessler and Hammond that fall in the
model inner domain (Figure 2).

A number of model performance indicators for air
quality and meteorological predictions are prescribed by
several workers [10, 52–56]. The statistical metrics in the
present analysis include Pearson correlation coefficient (r),
Mean error (ME), Multiplicative bias (MB), Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as given
below:

r =
∑n

i=1

(
fi − f

)
(oi − o)

√
∑n

i=1

(
fi − f

)2√∑n
i=1 (oi − o)2

,

ME = 1
n

n∑

i=1

(
fi − oi

) = f − o,

MBIAS = f

o
,

RMSE =
√
√
√
√ 1
n

n∑

i=1

(
fi − oi

)2,

SD =
√
S2
f + S2

o − 2S f Sor f o,

MAE = 1
n

n∑

i=1

∣
∣ fi − oi

∣
∣,

(1)
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where oi is an observable variable, fi is a predicted variable,
overbar represents average over all the data, and “n” is the
total number of locations that predicted data are compared
against observations. Mean error is a measure of overall
bias for continuous variable, multiplicative bias is the ratio
of the means of the forecasts and the observations. r is
the correlation between the forecasts and observations. SD
is the standard deviation of the error (f -o), where S f is
the standard deviation in forecasts and So is the standard
deviation in observations. Root Mean Square Error is the
square root of the average squared error of the forecasts.
Specifically, MAE is less influenced by large errors and
also does not depend on the mean error. The RMSE
can be subdivided in a systematic part and a random
part, and only the systematic part is of relevance here
[52].

3. Results and Discussion

The synoptic weather situation for the study period is anal-
ysed from the NCEP FNL analysis data at 18 CST 7 June 2006
(i.e., 00 UTC 8 June) (Figure 3) for the sea level pressure and
winds. There are two low-pressure systems, that is, 1005 hPa
over Atlantic Ocean near the east coast and 1008 hPa over
the land region in the western US. Strong cyclonic winds
(∼20 ms−1) extending to large area are seen around these
two low-pressure centers. Winds in the lower atmosphere (at
925 hPa) are strong northerly over the west coast and strong
southwesterly over the east coast under the influence of the
above low pressure centers. Westerly winds or northwesterly
winds over the United States with high-pressure conditions
over the western, northern parts, moderately high pressure
conditions over the central and southeastern US and low
pressure conditions over the southern parts of the US are
seen. The winds in the southeastern US are northwesterly
with strength of about 5 ms−1 in the states Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, and Alabama. Thus the synoptic weather condition
for the study period is influenced by the low pressures.
Model results are analysed following the qualitative as well
as quantitative evaluation procedures as illustrated in various
works (namely, Mao et al. [7], Zhang et al. [8], Chandrasekar
et al. [19], Gilliam et al. [20], Willmott [52], and Lyons et
al. [53]). In the qualitative evaluation, visual comparisons
are made for observed, simulated meteorological and air
quality fields. In the quantitative evaluation, various sta-
tistical skill indices are estimated as a measure of model
performance.

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis with PBL and Land Surface Physics.
The critical meteorological components in the air quality
assessment are the 2-d winds, PBL height and its spatial
variation, vertical structure of winds, temperature, humidity
in the PBL, time series of PBL height, and surface variables.
The above components characterize the transport, PBL
stability and diffusion, and their diurnal variations. The
simulation of these fields and their sensitivity to different
PBL-LSM options are discussed below.

3.1.1. Wind Field and PBL Structure. The transport of
chemical species mainly depends on atmospheric flow fields
at lower levels, and so the model-derived flow fields for the
third domain are analyzed for experiments with different
PBL and LSM options. Sea-land breeze is a chief mesoscale
flow in the Mississippi Gulf Coast and is predominantly
observed during the daytime in the summer synoptic
condition. The simulations in all experiments revealed
development of diurnally varying local flow pattern, that is,
offshore wind during the morning conditions and onshore
winds in the afternoon. The sea breeze phenomenon could be
captured well by all the simulations. Wind field at the surface
(10 m level) from the simulations with different physics
options is shown in Figure 4 for afternoon condition corre-
sponding to 13 CST 10 June 2006 when significant sea breeze
development in the study region is noticed in the simula-
tions. The flow pattern shows strong southerly/southeasterly
winds associated with sea breeze and its considerable extent
inland in the afternoon time. Slight differences are noticed
in the direction and magnitude of simulated onshore and
offshore winds across different experiments. The flow fields
are approximately similar in the experiments (YSUSOIL,
YSUNOAH, ACMSOIL, ACMPX), (MYJSOIL, MYJNOAH)
and (YSURUC, ACMRUC, MYJRUC). The notable differ-
ences in the wind field are the southeasterly onshore winds
becoming southerly and southwesterly on crossing the coast
in Mississippi in the first group of experiments while becom-
ing week southerly winds in the second group. The simulated
onshore southeasterly winds are also stronger in the second
group of experiments. While the flow field smoothly varies
across the domain in both the YSU, ACM cases it shows
a complex pattern in the MYJ cases. A convergence in
the surface level flow is noticed along the Mississippi river
(which runs along the geographical boundary of Louisiana
and Mississippi) which is clearer in the experiments with
RUC LSM (i.e., YSURUC, MYJRUC, ACMRUC). The surface
heterogeneity, that is, land and water contrast along this
major river and its direct influence on the flow pattern could
be better represented with the RUC LSM. The RUC LSM
seems to better resolve the surface processes for example the
simulation of surface heat and moisture fluxes and thus the
surface wind flow pattern using its high resolution (6 layer)
soil model and coupled hydrology, vegetation models. The
onshore flow at the Gulf Coast is mostly southerly in the
experiments with YSU, ACM PBL while it is predominantly
southeasterly in the experiments with MYJ PBL. Experiments
with MYJ PBL tend to give slightly stronger winds (4–
10 ms−1) and also more convergent flows. The progression
of the sea breeze front is much inland in these cases. Thus
MYJ PBL scheme has produced stronger winds than those
with the non-local first-order schemes (YSU, ACM) during
both onshore and offshore flow scenarios. The difference in
the wind field simulation in the experiments may be due
to the difference in the parameterization of eddy exchange
coefficient which is based on TKE in MYJ and dependent on
similarity formulations in YSU and ACM respectively. The
complexity in the flow field is reduced in the simulations
at 925 hPa and 850 hPa levels and not many differences in
results are noticed among different experiments. Thus the
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Figure 3: Sea level pressure (hPa) and wind flow in the lower
atmosphere at 18 CST 7 June (00 UTC 8 June).

dynamics of the flow field could be better represented in the
simulations with RUC LSM.

Comparisons are made with radiosonde observations at
lower atmosphere to evaluate the model-simulated atmo-
spheric structure and the errors in the key meteorological
variables. Vertical distribution of potential temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction in respect
of different experiments along with upper air radiosonde
observations is shown in Figure 5 for Slidell station in
Louisiana adjacent to the coast. In general, vertical profiles
of simulated quantities (except RH which is dependent on
temperature) in all experiments are in good agreement with
observations at 6 CST and 12 CST on 10th June 2006.
The morning observation profiles (06 CST) indicate highly
stable stratification in the layer 0 to 300 m AGL with inverse
Obukhov length (1/L) values of the order 0.003. This surface
stratification is not captured well by the model and all
the experiments indicate an underestimation of temperature
below 250 m. In the morning stable conditions, the pro-
files show increasing of potential temperature (inversion),
decreasing humidity, and increasing or decreasing of wind
speed coinciding with shifts in wind direction (wind shear)
with height. The common finding from the literature is that
the MYJ scheme generally outperforms YSU or ACM for
the nighttime boundary layer. However in our experiments
YSU, ACM PBL have produced more realistic profiles during
stable conditions than other schemes. These schemes are
formulated to be advantageous for the daytime conditions.
However, they seem to perform better than other schemes
during stable conditions also, as indicated in present results.
In the daytime convective conditions (12 CST), observations
indicate a steep unstable layer up to 300 m height and
a well-mixed boundary layer development up to a height
of 1800 m above the ground. RH profiles from MYJ PBL
indicate errors up to 20%–25% overestimation within 2500
m height layer in daytime and within 500–1500 m layer in
the nighttime. RH profiles given by YSUSOIL, YSUNOAH,
ACMNOAH, and ACMRUC are found to give more realistic
profiles in both stable and unstable conditions. Generally,
higher RH is estimated in the runs MYJSOIL, MYJNOAH,
MYJRUC and ACMNOAH. Model runs with YSU, ACM PBL

schemes have better produced the temperature and humidity
distributions, particularly the shallow unstable layer and the
deep convective boundary layer characteristics as noticed in
nearly constant model values vertically as in observations.
There are significant differences in the wind speed up to
3 km simulated by different simulations. Model experiments
YSUSOIL, YSURUC overestimated wind in the levels below
500 m, but compared well with observations above 500 m.
The profiles simulated in ACMNOAH, ACMSOIL experi-
ments agree well with observation profiles. The MYJSOIL,
MYJNOAH, MYJRUC underestimate in the layer 1.5 km
and overestimate in the layer 1.5 km–3 km. The profiles
from YSUNOAH agree well up to 2000 m and show little
underestimation in the layer from 2000 to 3000 m. Thus
for wind speed the simulations ACMSOIL, ACMNOAH give
better profiles and next to them YSUNOAH gives reasonable
comparisons. In evening conditions (not shown) the profiles
indicate development of a residual layer and experiments
with YSU, ACM reproduced its characteristics in the lower
1-2 km region. Thus for the vertical atmospheric structure
the MYJ scheme shows poor agreement with observations
and the vertical tendency of the variables is better simulated
by the YSU, ACM schemes. The LSMs seem to influence the
humidity and wind distributions rather than temperature.
The multilayer soil model simulates the soil temperature in
different layers but it treats the soil moisture as a seasonal
constant dependent on the land cover. The NOAH and
RUC land surface models contain detailed equations for
soil hydrology, evapotranspiration, and snow/ice processes
and therefore they are supposed to produce the diurnally
varying surface fluxes of heat and moisture more realistically
than the simple soil model. The temperature, humidity and
wind distributions in the lower atmosphere are directly
influenced by the surface effects which are treated more
comprehensively in the NOAH and RUC LSMs.

One of the crucial parameters that affect air quality is
the atmospheric boundary layer height. The PBL height
limits the effective mixing region in the lower atmosphere
and characterizes the atmospheric diffusivity. The simulated
daytime mixing height from different experiments with PBL
and LSM options is shown in Figure 4 in grey shades
corresponding to 13 CST 10 June 2006. The MYJ scheme
defines the PBL height using TKE, while the YSU and ACM
schemes derive it from the bulk Richardson number. The
simulated nocturnal PBL height varied from 25 to 100 m
at different locations. However, significant differences are
noticed in the daytime boundary layer height produced
by different experiments. The PBL development during the
daytime is largely due to convective turbulence, which is
simulated variously by the different PBL models. The spatial
PBL height pattern is smoother in the experiments with
YSU, ACM schemes which are based on eddy-diffusivity
formulations. The pattern of boundary layer height across
the domain in the experiments with MYJ scheme is more
complex and indicates to be more of convective turbulence.
The PBL height at the coast is about 200 m in all simulations.
Over the land the PBL height varied as 1,200–2,400 m
(YSUSOIL, YSURUC), 1,200–1,800 m (YSUNOAH), 900–
1,800 m (MYJSOIL, MYJRUC), 900–1,200 m (MYJNOAH),
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Figure 4: Low-level wind field (ms−1) and PBL height (m) simulated in the model fine domain from experiments with different PBL and
land surface physics options at 13 CST 10 June 2006.
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Figure 5: Vertical distributions of potential temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction at Slidell station in Louisiana on
10th June, 2006. The top panels (a, b, c, and d) are for 06 CST and the bottom panels (e, f, g, and h) are for 12CST.

1,500–2,400 m (ACMSOIL, ACMRUC), 1,500–1,800 (ACM-
NOAH) and 1,800–2,100 (ACMPX). Thus, the YSU and
ACM PBL schemes produce deeper boundary layer than
the MYJ scheme and the spatial range of deeper PBL
height is wider with YSU than the ACM. These results
are consistent with the past findings [28, 32]. The 5-
layer soil model tends to give higher PBL development
when used with most PBL schemes probably because it has
also predicted a slightly higher daytime temperature than
the other schemes (discussed subsequently) thus causing
relatively higher convective boundary layer growth.

The selected PBL schemes in the current study use
different algorithms for the calculation of PBL height. The
YSU, ACM schemes calculate the PBL height as a function
of critical Richardson number from the vertical temperature,
wind distribution while the MYJ scheme calculates it from
the vertical turbulence kinetic energy distribution. As seen

from the vertical potential temperature distribution (Fig-
ure 5(e)) the experiments with YSU, ACM produce deeper
mixing layers than the MYJ scheme, as also found from
past studies [25, 32]. The maximum PBL growth indicated
from the profiles is about 1,800 m corresponding to the
convective conditions at 12 CST on 10th June 2006. The
PBL height indicated from the radiosonde profiles is about
200 m during the morning conditions and about 1800 m
during the convective daytime conditions. The PBL height
is estimated from available vertical soundings at Slidell, LA
by using Richardson number (RiB) with a critical value of
0.25. However, the observed PBL height from radiosonde
profiles has some error depending on the vertical resolution
of the observations. The vertical resolution of the radiosonde
observations is about 50 to 100 m in the region 0 to 500 m
AGL and about 200 m in the region 500 m to 1500 m AGL.
Hence errors of the order of 200 m could arise in the
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Figure 6: Time series of simulated PBL heights from experiments
with different PBL, LSM options at Slidell. Black dots indicate
estimated PBL heights from radiosonde observations.

estimated daytime PBL height and about 50 m to 100 m
in the nighttime PBL. The model diurnal evolution of the
PBL height values for different simulation cases along with
estimated values are shown in Figure 6 for Slidell. From
these plots it is seen that experiments with YSU and ACM
PBL schemes exhibit relatively faster growth and decay of the
daytime boundary layer height than those with TKE schemes
as also found in past studies [32]. The observed PBL height
is about 100 m on the first night and 50 m on the second
night while the model values range between 50 and 350 m.
This difference in the estimation and simulation is due to
the coarse radiosonde observations used for estimation as
discussed above. The nighttime PBL height is simulated
with reasonable values (∼250 m) in most simulations except
MYJNOAH and MYJSOIL which produced spikes of up
to 1200 m during nighttime on the second day. Such deep
boundary layer development is possible during daytime
convective conditions alone and thus indicates unphysical
behaviour from MYJNOAH and MYJSOIL during night
conditions. For the daytime experiments with 5-layer soil dif-
fusion and RUC LSM produced relatively deeper boundary
layers than those with NOAH, PX LSMs. The YSU, scheme
with NOAH LSM often produced shallow boundary layers
during the diurnal cycle as also found in the work of Zhang
et al. [32]. The estimated PBL height is available for mostly
stable night conditions and the simulated mixing height
from all experiments agrees with the estimates (Figure 6).
Simulated PBL height in YSU, ACM cases closely agrees
with the value derived from profile observations through
RiB at 12 CST 10 June 2006. The present results indicate

a general overestimation of stable boundary layer height in
experiments with YSU and MYJ as found in earlier studies by
Hanna and Yang [21] and Steeneveld et al. [22] while using
similar schemes.

3.1.2. Diurnal Variations in Surface Meteorological Param-
eters. The parameters temperature, humidity, clouds and
shortwave radiation influence the formation of ozone. Cloud
effects would be generally important for the estimation of
photolysis rate in the model. However as the simulation
period is characterized with dry weather situation the model
cloud effects are not considered important for the study.
The time series of hourly outputs from simulations in the
fine grid (4 km) domain are shown in Figures 7, 8, 9, and
10 for the air temperature (T2), relative humidity (RH2)
at 2 m, wind speed (WS10) and wind direction (WD10)
at 10 m above ground for model grids corresponding to
a few observation sites (Hammond, Jackson, Gulfport,
Hattiesburg, Evergreen, Kessler, Natchez Hardy, MacComb
and Pascagoula). The stations Pascagoula, Gulfport, and
Hammond are located along the coast and all other stations
are located inland. The observations are shown in black
lines or dots. Surface temperature is a crucial parameter as
it drives the boundary layer and influences the mixing of
pollutants. The accurate estimation of surface temperature
ensures to some extent the structure of the boundary layer
and its influence on the dispersion characteristics. A gap
in observations exists between 20 CST 8 June to 20 CST 9
June at some locations. The model reproduced the diurnal
temperature cycle and its mean at most locations. The model
overestimated the minimum temperatures during nighttime
(warm bias) except at the Pascagoula and slightly under-
estimated the maximum temperature during the daytime.
The diurnal range of various parameters is higher for the
inland stations than for the coastal stations. The daytime
temperature is slightly underestimated in most of the simula-
tions. Experiments YSUSOIL, ACMSOIL, ACMNOAH, and
ACMRUC have consistently reproduced the magnitudes of
the surface air temperature and their diurnal range at most
locations and at most times while others led to significant
errors at different times and locations. The YSUNOAH,
YSURUC, MYJSOIL, MYJNOAH, MYJRUC indicate a warm
bias in the nighttime temperature at many locations while
ACMPX indicates cold bias in daytime temperature. In
general simulations using SOIL model tend to estimate
higher temperatures than those using other surface schemes.
This higher temperature prediction with SOIL model is also
seen to produce higher PBL growth from the corresponding
runs as noted in earlier discussions. Unlike temperature,
the diurnal evolution of relative humidity widely varied
among the different experiments. The RH is generally
overestimated during the simulation in all cases. In general,
irrespective of the physics option used the magnitude of RH
is better estimated for Hattiesburg, Pascagoula, Evergreen,
and Kessler. The poor performance of the model for RH
at some locations (namely, Natchez, and Jackson) may be
due to the representation of vegetation and soil category
data at those locations which needs to be examined. Most
of the simulations show wet biases in the nighttime (cf.
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Figure 7: Time series of the observed and simulated surface air temperatures (at 2 m) during 18 CST 7–18 CST 10 June 2006 at 9 surface
stations in the fine grid domain. The legend is the same for all panels.

00CST-05CST) and also wet biases in the daytime (cf.
11CST-20CST). Since the relative humidity is closely linked
to the temperature, the underestimation of the daytime
temperature may have caused the overestimation of the
relative humidity. The largest humidity biases are found with
MYJ PBL. The YSUSOIL and ACMPX give overestimations
for most locations. The YSUSOIL, YSUNOAH, YSURUC,
ACMNOAH, ACMRUC have given better diurnal values and
range of RH at most locations in the study region. The
use of NOAH, RUC land surface schemes did improve the
RH prediction with YSU, ACM schemes but not appreciably

with the MYJ scheme. It appears that fog occurs in the
model very often at night with higher RH values of ∼50%
(wet bias). This unrealistic humidity in the model would
lead to triggering of wet deposition and aqueous chemical
processes in the model and may result in unrealistic chemical
concentrations and depositions.

Time series of wind speed at 10 m height (Figure 9)
shows that all the simulations indicate deviations in diurnal
wind speed evolution. Wind is overestimated (cf. 20CST–
05CST) by most experiments at MacComb, Hattiesberg,
Jackson, Hammond, Natchez, and Kessler in the nighttime
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Figure 8: Time series of the observed and simulated surface relative humidity (at 2 m) during 18 CST 7–18 CST 10 June 2006 at 9 surface
stations in the fine grid domain. The legend is the same for all panels.

(cf.20CST-05CST) and at Pascagoula in the daytime (cf.
13CST–20CST). Overestimation of wind speed during the
night appears to be a quite common experience with WRF
[28, 56, 57]. Large deviations in wind speed are noticed from
experiments YSUSOIL, YSURUC, MYJSOIL, MYJNOAH
and MYJRUC which overpredicted wind at many locations.
Experiments YSUNOAH, ACMNOAH, and ACMPX tend
to provide better estimations of wind speed and its diurnal
range at most locations. In the plots of diurnal wind direction
(Figure 10) observations are indicated in solid black line and

the values from different experiments are shown in color
symbols. The differences in the simulation of wind speed
in different PBL cases are probably due to the variation
in parameterization of eddy exchange coefficient which is
based on TKE closure in MYJ and on friction velocity and
PBL height in YSU and ACM, respectively. Experiments
with YSUNOAH, YSURUC, ACMRUC, and ACMPX tend to
produce the nearest comparisons. For 10 m wind direction,
the model reproduces well the diurnal cycle at most loca-
tions. In all the experiments the wind direction is reasonably
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well simulated for the stations Pascagoula, Kessler, Natchez,
Maccomb Gulfport locations. Some deviations are found in
the case of Hattiesburg, Evergreen, and Mobile which may be
due to the inadequate representation of terrain in the model.
The maximum differences in wind direction are about 50
degrees (Figures 5 and 10) in the cases with MYJ PBL, which
is found to produce large discrepancies at many locations.
These discrepancies in wind directions corroborate with
earlier results from Hanna and Yang [21], while using
TKE-based PBL parameterizations. Overall, the experiments
YSUNOAH, ACMPX simulate the wind direction better than
the others.

3.1.3. Statistical Evaluations for Sensitivity Runs. Results from
statistical analysis for various meteorological parameters
are discussed here. The statistical analysis is made between
observations and model outputs for temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed and wind direction at surface and a few
levels in the lower atmosphere (925 hPa and 850 hPa). The
statistics is computed for each station and at all observation
hours for each simulation case as per the procedure outlined
in Section 2.6. The aggregate of this analysis is presented
here. The sensitivity of WRF to various PBL/LSM schemes
is quantified by using five basic statistical measures namely,
the Pearson correlation coefficient (R), mean error (ME),
multiplicative bias (BIAS), mean absolute error (MAE), and
the root mean square error (RMSE) and are shown for
the surface level in Table 2. These statistical indices are
selected as they are relatively simple to compute and for
interpretation. The aggregate statistics is provided in Table 2
for temperature, humidity, wind speed and wind direction,
respectively, for the surface meteorological variables. The
statistics is noted to improve with altitude for various
parameters. For 2-m air temperature, the model runs YSU-
SOIL, YSUNOAH, YSURUC, MYJSOIL, MYJNOAH, and
ACMPX gave relatively higher correlations (0.41–0.45), and
lower ME (0.02–0.50◦C), lower MAE (1.87–2.3◦C), lower
RMSE (2.38–2.61◦C) than the other runs. The model runs
ACMRUC, MYJRUC, ACMNOAH, and ACMSOIL indicate
improvement in statistics at 925 hPa, 850 hPa levels over
the values at surface level where the above runs show
poor correlations, large ME and MAE. The statistical results
for ACMNOAH are better at 925 hPa and for ACMPX at
850 hPa, respectively. The YSU PBL scheme is noted to
produce consistent results at all levels with good correlations
and relatively lower error metrics. The YSU scheme with 5-
layer soil model has given relatively better statistics than the
NOAH LSM for 2-m air temperature while also producing
best statistics at 925 hPa and 850 hPa levels.

The statistical skill scores for humidity are relatively poor
than for temperature in all the sensitivity runs. For RH model
runs YSUSOIL, YSUNOAH, MYJNOAH, ACMNOAH, and
MYJRUC yielded higher correlations (0.2–0.27), lower values
of ME (5.2%–8.8%), BIAS (1.1%–1.22%), MAE (10.38%–
12.8%) and RMSE (12.8% to 15.2%), respectively. The
statistical results are better for ACMNOAH at 2 m, 925 hPa,
for ACMRUC at 925 hPa, 850 hPa levels, for ACMSOIL at
925 hPa, for ACMPX at 2 m, 850 hPa and for MYJSOIL at
850 hPa, respectively. The model runs MYJSOIL, ACMSOIL,

YSURUC and ACMRUC have produced poor statistics for
RH at 2 m. The YSUSOIL, YSUNOAH have consistently
given better statistics at all three levels 2 m, 925 hPa, 850 hPa.
Of these two combinations the YSUSOIL gives the best
statistics for RH prediction as seen from the relative values
of R, ME, BIAS, MAE and RMSE, respectively. Of the
multilayer soil and NOAH LSMs the latter is supposed
to simulate the diurnal RH better as it includes explicit
soil hydrology and vegetation processes. However, for the
present dry weather case the soil hydrological effects may not
have contributed much to the RH simulation. The relative
performance of NOAH and soil models needs to be studied
further considering a wet weather condition.

For wind speed at 10 m the model runs YSUSOIL,
MYJSOIL, YSUNOAH, MYJNOAH, ACMPX yielded better
statistics, that is, higher correlations (0.25–0.27), lower
values of ME (0.05–0.7 ms−1), BIAS (1.2–1.4 ms−1), RMSE
(1.5–1.7 ms−1) (Table 2). The present RMSE values are lower
than the values reported by Hanna and Yang [21], for wind
speed. The statistics for MYJRUC are better at 925hPa, 850
hPa, for MYJSOIL at 10 m, 850 hPa, ACMRUC at 925 hPa,
850 hPa levels and for ACMPX at 10 m, 850 hPa levels. The
YSUSOIL and YSUNOAH have consistently given better
statistics at all three levels 10 m, 925 hPa and 850 hPa. Of
these two the YSUNOAH yielded the best statistics for wind
speed at all three levels with the lowest values of ME, BIAS
and RMSE, respectively.

Statistical evaluation of wind direction is complicated as
large errors are likely to arise whenever wind fluctuations
occur around 0◦/360◦ in model and observation values.
Hence in the present study the u-wind, v-wind components
from model and observations are compared. The mean of the
statistics for the u, v wind components is taken as a measure
of model performance for wind direction. For u, v winds
at 10 m the model runs MYJSOIL, YSUNOAH, MYJRUC,
ACMPX yielded better statistics with correlations (0.36–
0.45), ME (0.1–0.47 ms−1), BIAS (0.27–0.78 ms−1), MAE
(1.7–2.2 ms−1) and RMSE (1.96–2.57 ms−1), respectively. All
these combinations have given consistent results for u, v
wind components at 925 hPa and 850 hPa as well. However,
the relative statistics indicates that the ACMPX produces the
highest correlations and lowest values for ME, BIAS, MAE,
and RMSE, thus provides the best statistics for wind direction
at all levels followed by YSUNOAH. Thus, the aggregate of all
statistics shows the best results are provided by YSUSOIL for
temperature and humidity, YSUNOAH for wind speed and
ACMPX, YSUNOAH for wind direction considering their
performance within the boundary layer of the atmosphere.

3.1.4. Simulated Air Quality. Two gaseous chemical species
O3, NO2 are considered to determine the sensitivity of air
quality simulations to the meteorological fields generated
from model runs with PBL, LSM parameterizations. The
simulation period falls in late spring within two weeks of
Summer Solstice. With weak synoptic-scale influence and
near-solstice insolation, the primary effects will be essentially
diurnal in terms of higher daytime ozone and localization of
ozone under the influence of the local scale circulations in
the study domain. Ozone is a secondary pollutant formed
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Figure 9: Time series of the observed and simulated wind speed (at 10 m) during 18 CST 7–18 CST 10 June 2006 at 9 surface stations in the
fine grid domain. The legend is the same for all the panels.

in the lower atmosphere by a series of reactions involving
the ultraviolet radiation and precursor emissions of nitrogen
oxides (which are emitted from anthropogenic sources) and
volatile organic compounds. The ozone formation in the
troposphere is affected by local weather conditions such
as winds, temperature, solar radiation, and horizontal and
vertical diffusion characteristics which influence the pre-
cursor concentrations, reaction rates, formation, transport,
and deposition. Ozone in the atmosphere has a dynamic
equilibrium with NOx, which depends on the ambient

temperature. Higher temperatures would lead to higher
reaction rates and higher ozone production.

The spatial distribution of simulated ozone concentra-
tion in model runs with different PBL and LSM options for
daytime condition corresponding to (10CST) 9 June 2006
is shown in Figure 11. The patterns of ozone formation
are nearly similar for the YSU, MYJ PBL formulations.
Slight differences in spatial patterns are found in these PBL
cases according to the land surface physics used. The peak
ozone concentration at this time is about 45–55 ppbv and
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Figure 10: Time series of the simulated and observed wind direction (at 10 m) during 18 CST 7–18 CST 10 June 2006 at 9 surface stations
in the fine grid domain. The legend is the same for all the panels.

is spread in southeast Louisiana and southern Mississippi
in YSUSOIL, MYJSOIL cases, in the western parts of the
domain in the YSUNOAH, MYJNOAH cases, and in central
Mississippi region for YSURUC, MYJRUC cases, respectively.
The differences in the results of the O3 concentrations in
different experiments are because of the variations in the
simulations of atmospheric temperature, mixing depth, wind
speed which affect the mixing and transport of pollutants.
From the earlier discussions it is noted that the MYJ PBL
gives relatively shallow mixing layers while the YSU and
ACM provide moderately deep mixed layer development.
The 5-layer soil model tended to develop relatively deeper

mixed layers than in the cases using NOAH LSM. The
model behaviour for ACM is clearly different from other
PBL schemes for the simulated ozone pattern. The ozone
simulated with ACM PBL seems to be more localized with
higher concentrations in the northern Mississippi, eastern
Louisiana and west Florida coast. Relatively very low concen-
trations are found in the oceanic region and in the southern
parts of Mississippi, Louisiana and Alabama states. The peak
ozone concentration in the runs with ACM PBL (≥65 ppbv)
has formed along the northern part of Mississippi river and
west Florida coast located to the south of Alabama. The
convergence in the surface flow along the coast and along
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Figure 11: Simulated ozone concentration (ppbv) in the model fine domain at the lowest level (30 m) from experiments with different PBL
and LSM options at 10 CST 9 June 2006. The legend is the same for all panels.
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Figure 12: Time series of the simulated ozone concentration (ppbv) along with measured concentrations at a few air quality monitoring
sites in the model fine grid domain at the lowest level (30 m) during 18 CST 7–18 CST 10 June 2006. The legend is the same for all panels.
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Table 2: Statistical results for air temperature for experiments with different PBL and LSM physics for temperature, rh at 2 m and wind
speed, u, v components at 10 m level.

Parameter Experiment R ME MBIAS MAE RMSE

Temperature (◦C)

YSUSOIL 0.45 0.51 1.00 1.88 2.38

MYJSOIL 0.43 −0.38 1.00 2.29 2.71

ACMSOIL 0.31 0.77 1.00 3.26 3.78

YSUNOAH 0.46 0.22 1.00 2.04 2.55

MYJNOAH 0.42 0.02 1.00 2.10 2.58

ACMNOAH 0.40 0.29 1.00 2.00 2.50

YSURUC 0.46 0.98 1.00 2.09 2.62

MYJRUC 0.39 0.02 1.00 2.43 2.92

ACMRUC 0.39 0.97 1.04 2.34 2.73

ACMPX 0.42 −0.71 1.00 1.94 2.42

RH (%)

YSUSOIL 0.27 7.92 1.22 10.66 12.89

MYJSOIL 0.19 15.52 1.30 17.89 20.04

ACMSOIL 0.14 6.99 1.15 16.04 18.68

YSUNOAH 0.25 5.26 1.11 11.41 13.80

MYJNOAH 0.23 8.84 1.17 12.77 15.18

ACMNOAH 0.25 5.41 1.10 10.39 12.80

YSURUC 0.19 7.69 1.15 12.32 14.71

MYJRUC 0.23 8.84 1.17 12.77 15.18

ACMRUC 0.15 7.98 1.15 12.11 14.63

ACMPX 0.21 11.39 1.19 13.55 16.21

Wind Speed (ms−1)

YSUSOIL 0.27 0.40 1.63 1.32 1.64

MYJSOIL 0.26 0.58 1.79 1.41 1.68

ACMSOIL 0.20 0.19 1.67 1.40 1.73

YSUNOAH 0.26 0.34 1.57 1.33 1.66

MYJNOAH 0.26 0.70 1.86 1.41 1.74

ACMNOAH 0.25 0.21 1.47 1.28 1.61

YSURUC 0.25 0.62 1.91 1.45 1.79

MYJRUC 0.24 0.83 2.00 1.49 1.83

ACMRUC 0.25 0.42 1.61 1.36 1.70

ACMPX 0.27 0.05 1.31 1.22 1.52

u, v wind (ms−1)

YSUSOIL 0.31 −0.33 2.40 2.26 2.58

MYJSOIL 0.45 0.33 0.62 1.96 2.34

ACMSOIL 0.21 0.10 0.38 2.11 2.47

YSUNOAH 0.36 0.47 0.27 2.00 2.31

MYJNOAH 0.31 0.48 0.71 2.05 2.40

ACMNOAH 0.35 0.34 1.17 2.12 2.43

YSURUC 0.35 0.45 1.23 2.15 2.52

MYJRUC 0.41 0.20 0.78 2.20 2.57

ACMRUC 0.37 0.86 0.93 2.08 2.55

ACMPX 0.43 0.10 0.97 1.70 1.96

Mississippi river especially in runs with ACM PBL, RUC LSM
caused the high ozone formation in these areas. Secondly the
ozone distribution seems to be highly resolved spatially in
the model runs with ACM PBL irrespective of the surface
parameterization. The difference in the model behaviour for
ozone with ACM is probably related to the differences in
simulated vertical profiles of winds, temperature and the
time series of various meteorological quantities which in turn
are due to the variations in the model formulations for fluxes

and eddy diffusivity relationships as discussed in Section 2.4.
Overall the runs with NOAH LSM lead to the highest ozone
amounts and MYJNOAH has larger area under high ozone
concentration. The concentration pattern for NO2 and SO2

species indicates large plume-like peaks from sources in the
northern parts of Mississippi, Alabama (not shown). The
chief sources for these criteria primary gaseous pollutants are
the coal fired power plants, manufacturing and other fuel
combustion units distributed in the northern, central parts
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Table 3: Statistical results for selected air quality species (O3, NO2) for experiments with different PBL and LSM physics.

Parameter Experiment SD R BIAS RMSE

O3 (ppbv)

YSUSOIL 10.69 0.68 −8.99 21.78

MYJSOIL 11.45 0.68 −11.23 22.80

ACMSOIL 12.65 0.59 −16.01 26.42

YSUNOAH 10.30 0.66 −8.15 21.72

MYJNOAH 11.41 0.71 −10.04 21.95

ACMNOAH 12.67 0.54 −13.69 25.87

YSURUC 9.64 0.66 −8.79 22.10

MYJRUC 11.24 0.68 −10.74 22.46

ACMRUC 13.58 0.60 −14.23 25.39

ACMPX 11.70 0.56 −16.02 26.89

NO2 (ppbv)

YSUSOIL 2.26 0.36 −4.48 6.18

MYJSOIL 3.46 0.40 −3.19 5.73

ACMSOIL 4.36 0.28 −1.79 6.73

YSUNOAH 2.45 0.43 −4.34 6.02

MYJNOAH 3.46 0.47 −3.19 5.64

ACMNOAH 4.19 0.32 −1.78 6.38

YSURUC 1.78 0.41 −4.57 6.18

MYJRUC 3.30 0.32 −3.36 5.91

ACMRUC 3.54 0.24 −1.94 6.39

ACMPX 4.21 0.24 −1.53 6.81

and along the Gulf coast in the domain. As in the case of
surface ozone, higher concentrations are found for NO2, SO2

for the model cases ACM and MYJ (not shown). The highest
concentrations are provided by ACMNOAH while the largest
spread of plume (dispersion) is given by YSUNOAH and
MYJNOAH.

The diurnal evolution of ozone during 18 CST 7 June–
18 CST 10 June 2006 (00 UTC 8 June–00 UTC 11 June
2006) from various sensitivity experiments with PBL, LSM
options along with observations is shown in Figure 12
for ten monitoring stations (Natchez, Hinds, Hernando,
Bolivar in Mississippi, Livingston, Jefferson, Point Coupee,
West Baton Rogue and Iberville in Louisiana and Madison,
Jefferson in Alabama). The simulated and observed ozone
concentrations at many sites indicated 3 peaks corresponding
to daytime production and 3 troughs corresponding to
nighttime consumption. The peaks in diurnal ozone concen-
tration occurred at 15 CST and the minimum at 04 CST,
respectively, at most sites. Though the diurnal variations
are simulated well, the WRF/Chem underestimated ozone
mixing ratios at most locations. The predicted daytime
ozone is about 10–30 ppbv less than the observed ozone
at different locations in the study region. Underestimation
of air temperature, overestimation of relative humidity
and relatively stronger winds in the model might have
contributed to the bias and inadequately capturing the peaks
of ozone. The stronger winds would cause stronger advection
of precursor pollutants and their less residence time affecting
the photochemical processes in the atmosphere. The diurnal
NO2 is also underestimated at many locations (not shown).
An important aspect of air quality forecasting is applied
source strength which is defined in the present study in

the model from the EPA emission inventory. As of now
WRF/Chem does not incorporate an emission processing
module like the SMOKE (Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel
Emissions) developed for air quality models such as CMAQ
(Community Multiscale Air Quality modeling system) and
the emission data in WRF/Chem is interpolated directly
from the EPA emission inventory. In the present study the
emission data in WRF/Chem is interpolated from NEI2005
available at 4 km. The underestimation of NO2 in the
present study is an indication that the emission inputs
obtained by interpolating the 4 km NEI 2005 data may
not represent the reality accurately which may have caused
the underprediction of O3 peak. Some emission sensitivity
tests in the model may need to be conducted using the
other available inventory such as NEI1999, NEI2002, and
NEI2008 (http://www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/eiinformation.html)
to study the quality of the data and address this issue
further. Secondly the 4 km NEI data may not be adequate
while interpolating to model grids at the same horizontal
resolution to represent the emissions variations at 4 km
resolution. This approach followed in the current study
might have led to underrepresentation of the source strength
in the model grids thereby leading to underestimation of
concentrations. Hence certain sensitivity tests with respect
to the emission data resolution would also be needed to
study its impact on the model performance. These emission
sensitivity tests would help to identify whether current
drawbacks in the modeling are due to WRF or simply due
to inaccuracies in the emission database.

Model runs with different PBL and LSM options have
shown large variation in the predicted ozone concentration.
The nighttime ozone levels are slightly overestimated in the
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model runs with YSU PBL and slightly underestimated in the
runs with MYJ and ACM PBL schemes. The daytime ozone
is underestimated in the runs with all the PBL schemes and is
captured relatively better in the runs YSUSOIL, YSUNOAH,
YSURUC, ACMRUC and ACMNOAH. The diurnal range
in ozone concentration is better estimated by the YSUPBL
in association with either 5-layer or NOAH land surface
schemes, which is probably because it also simulated the PBL
height, wind speed, temperature, and humidity relatively
better than the other options.

The statistical results for ozone and one of its precursor
pollutants (NO2) are given in Table 3 for model runs
with various PBL and LSM physics. The statistical indices
considered for the chemical species are correlation coefficient
(R), mean bias (BIAS), standard deviation (SD); and root
mean square error (RMSE), respectively. The model runs
YSUSOIL, MYJSOIL, YSUNOAH, MYJNOAH, YSURUC,
and MYJRUC yielded higher correlations (0.657–0.7), lower
bias (−8.1–10.0 ppbv) and lower RMSE (2.78–22.46 ppbv).
Though all the three land surface models with YSU PBL
scheme have given reasonable statistics, the NOAH LSM
has given the lowest bias as well as the lowest RMSE while
also giving good correlation (0.658) among different model
experiments. For NO2 model runs YSUNOAH, ACMNOAH,
MYJSOIL, MYJRUC, and ACMPX produced reasonably
good statistics. Once again, the YSUNOAH yielded the least
bias, lower RMSE and highest correlation. Thus considering
all the three statistical measures the YSU PBL along with
NOAH land surface model provides best combination for
both meteorological and air quality fields for the summer
episode in MS Gulf coastal region in the present work.
The YSU PBL scheme with NOAH LSM is noted to be
influential for the estimation of winds, temperature, humid-
ity and mixing height. Overall, considering the qualitative
as well as quantitative evaluations the WRF/Chem model
with YSU PBL and NOAH land surface model provided
best simulations for meteorological fields and air quality
species O3, NO2 in MS Gulf coastal region. Though the
mean concentration and the timing of the diurnal ozone is
simulated well, its range is not captured in the study domain.
The underestimation of temperatures and overestimation
of winds in the simulation would have led to this under-
estimation of ozone by slowing down the generation and
accelerating the advection process.

4. Conclusions

The study presents results from nested domain WRF/Chem
simulations over the Mississippi Gulf coastal region with
a grid resolution of 4 km for a 3-day moderately severe
ozone episode in 8–11 June 2006. The simulations are
conducted with an objective to evaluate the sensitivity of
the air quality simulations to model meteorological fields in
the online chemistry version. A total of ten sensitivity runs
are performed with different PBL and land surface physics
schemes to examine the model performance and to find an
optimal setup of physical process schemes suitable to air
quality study. The study covered three conceptually different

PBL (YSU, MYJ, and ACM) schemes and four surface
schemes (5-layer, NOAH, RUC, and PleimXue) available in
the WRF3.1. Among the PBL options chosen both ACM and
YSU PBL use the same first-order turbulence closure and
both consider nonlocal mixing while the MYJ scheme uses
a higher-order TKE closure. Of the various surface schemes
employed, the NOAH LSM, RUC, PX are relatively more
complex schemes than the simple soil model. The model
meteorological results are evaluated at three levels (surface,
925 hPa, and 850 hPa) against observations in the innermost
domain following standard procedures applicable to air
quality modeling purposes. Qualitative and quantitative
analysis is performed with extensive meteorological and
air quality monitoring data. The model PBL heights are
compared with radiosonde observations and using estimates
arrived at through Bulk Richardson number. The model
tends to overestimate the winds and relative humidity during
both daytime and nighttime, and underestimate surface
temperature during daytime.

Although there are mixed results for meteorological
parameters many differences are noted from simulations
using different combinations of PBL and LSM options.
Among the tested PBL and land surface physics a few
combinations give reasonably good predictions for various
parameters of interest. The model runs with (MYJ PBL,
5-layer soil model) and (MYJ PBL, RUC LSM) give cold
bias in daytime temperature and warm bias in nighttime
temperature, while the ACMSOIL, and ACMPX give cold
bias in daytime temperature. Qualitative and quantitative
results reveal that for air temperature the model runs
YSUSOIL, YSUNOAH, YSURUC, MYJNOAH, and ACMPX
provide good results and that the YSU PBL with 5-layer soil
thermal diffusion scheme produces best statistics. For RH,
the model runs YSUSOIL, YSUNOAH, MYJNOAH, ACM-
NOAH, and MYJRUC provide reasonably good comparisons
with observations and statistical results. YSUSOIL gives the
best statistics for RH prediction with relatively lower values
for ME, BIAS, MAE, MSE and RMSE. For wind speed the
simulations ACMPX, YSUNOAH, and YSUSOIL have given
better comparisons with observations. The YSUNOAH has
given the best statistics for wind speed at all levels. For wind
direction model runs ACMPX, YSUNOAH, and MYJSOL
produce higher correlations and lower values for ME, BIAS,
MAE, MSE, and RMSE at different levels. The YSU and
ACM PBL schemes are found to give better simulations for
mixed layer height. The 5-layer soil diffusion model and RUC
LSM produced deeper boundary layers than with NOAH,
PX LSMs. The YSUNOAH simulated PBL height closely
matches with estimated values from radiosonde profiles.
The differences in simulated meteorological quantities are
because of the differences in parameterization of turbulent
exchange coefficients in the three PBL schemes and the
differences in land surface processes schemes. Thus for most
meteorological parameters the YSU PBL scheme along with
NOAH land surface model provides best results for the study
in the MS Gulf Coast region. These findings corroborate the
results from earlier studies [25, 26].

The patterns of simulated ozone, Nitrogen Dioxide
concentrations from model runs with various PBL and land
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surface physics are noted to vary according to the variation
in the simulated mixing depth and wind fields. The patterns
of ozone concentration from model runs with ACM PBL are
drastically different to those from YSU and MYJ schemes
and reveal localization of simulated Ozone. Examination of
the diurnal cycle and statistical analysis for most monitoring
stations indicates that the run with YSU PBL and NOAH
land surface model gives best results for all the chemical
species with least BIAS, RMSE and highest correlation values.
The diurnal range in ozone concentration is better estimated
by the YSUPBL in association with either 5-layer or NOAH
land surface schemes which is probably because it also
simulated the PBL height, wind speed, temperature and
humidity relatively better than the other options. Overall,
the YSU PBL and NOAH land surface model provided
best simulations for meteorological and air quality fields
in MS Gulf coastal region. The present analysis conducted
using the limited available boundary observations brings out
certain important differences in model simulations while
using typical PBL schemes having different formulations. To
evaluate the model formulations more objectively a deeper
analysis needs to be performed in terms of representation
of the length scale, velocity scale of PBL and entrainment at
the boundary layer, and so forth. To attempt such analysis
special field experimental campaigns are planned in the study
domain at different locations to generate high-resolution
vertical PBL profiles, flux measurements and turbulence
components using fast-sensor instruments.

The model has underestimated the daytime ozone which
is probably due to the underestimation of temperatures and
overestimation of winds. The underestimation of precur-
sor pollutants also could be a reason for not adequately
capturing the day time O3 peaks. The emission inputs in
the model need to be examined with sensitivity tests with
different available datasets to address this issue further.
Results from quantitative analysis indicate that the model
has yielded correlations of about 0.46 for meteorological
variables and about 0.66 for chemical species and thus shows
good potential for air quality prediction in the Mississippi
Gulf coast.
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